A Safe Pair of Hands: The Tale of the Judge

Deference: or the emperor reveals his nakedness to all of us— his rank, warty body, his
dangling squashes… and nobody says a word. Now you might argue that deference had value
when the Empire was at its height. Then its subjects were firmly expected to do their bit, were
compelled, in fact, to uphold the illusion of the great and the good. This national, consensual
self-delusion was absolutely indispensible if the theft and main force practised abroad as well
as the everyday cruelties of life at home were to continue unchallenged. But Empire is no
more and the Establishment in England has fallen into a new ideology —that of corruption for
its own sake. So deference, quite logically, has become anti-social, even treasonous —at least
deeply unpatriotic. There is no longer an argument for deference. Today if you are deferential
you serve only decadence, unbridled greed and moral and cultural decrepitude. So how does
this new literature of non-deference come into being? With books like this one. And herein lies
its power and its import. In A Safe Pair of Hands you can experience the ruling spirit of
England which deference supports, sustains and preserves. And that ruling spirit has grown
more wilful, more destructive and more dangerous as Empire has fallen apart. Today it
threatens the whole nation and its future — and it must be tamed. This is what A Safe Pair of
Hands is about. The book depicts the ruling spirit of England— toxic, putrid, cruel and comic
by turns— as it courses through the mind of an Establishment judge [the eponymous safe pair
of hands]. In order to escape its Hellish environs it discovers the need to reform itself. Can it
find the will and the means? A tall order, in any case, but one made more difficult by the need
to collaborate with its own victims, and in their full knowledge. Grounded in actual events
which unfolded in a court of law in the purlieus of South London, A Safe Pair of Hands
follows His Honour, QC as he plots his escape from a Hell which he and the other servitors of
his day had laboured to uphold in life. Sharply critical of the Establishment this book is
darkly comic, sometimes hilarious and totally original. It is in the vanguard of the new
literature which speaks the truth to power. And not a moment too soon, in the view of its
author.
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